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To discover what the Sturrock difference could mean for you,

visit our website www.sturrocksjoinery.comor contact

Roger Greigon 01307 820209

Fax: 01307 820289Email: info@asturrocksjoinery.com

WE VERY MUCH LOOK FORWARD TO
HEARING FROM YOU.



A DIFFERENCE IN
QUALITY
OUR SUCCESS HAS BEEN BUILT ON THE
SIMPLE PRINCIPLE OF OUR FOUNDER
ALEXANDER STURROCK THAT ‘ONLY
THE BEST WILL DO’ – AS MUCH A
CORNER STONE OF OUR CULTURE
TODAY AS IT WAS WAY BACK IN 1872. 

A DIFFERENCE IN APPROACH
WE’VE BEEN WORKING WITH WOOD FOR MORE THAN 130 YEARS. IT’S THAT
REASSURANCE OF EXPERIENCE THAT MAKES THE DISTINCTIVE DIFFERENCE
IN THE CHOICE OF STURROCKS JOINERY AS THE NAME TO TRUST FOR
HIGH-SPECIFICATION DOORS, WINDOWS, STAIRCASES AND BESPOKE
JOINERY PRODUCTS ACROSS SCOTLAND. 

Our ISO9001 accreditation testifies to this continuing

dedication to the very highest quality standards – in our

products, in our people, in the pride we take in providing a

totally professional service to our clients on every project,

large or small.

HAVING THE PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES IN
PLACE TO MEET AND MAINTAIN INCREASINGLY
STRINGENT ISO STANDARDS TELLS ONLY PART
OF THE STORY, HOWEVER.

With our focus set firmly on the commercial market

where the demand is for quality in quantity with

cost-effectiveness and quick turnarounds at a premium,

we have concentrated our resources on further

developing our design and production capabilities

utilising state-of-the-art CAD and CNC technology.

With an accompanying expansion of factory workspace,

this means we are now fully equipped to meet any size

of order in any timeframe without any compromise to

traditional Sturrock quality. 

It also means our clients can have complete confidence

in our ability to manufacture bespoke products to the

most exacting specification with full compliance to all UK

and EU building standards guaranteed.  

In 2005, we were awarded Investor in People status in

recognition of the huge investment in time and money we

continue to make in ensuring our workforce remains

amongst the most highly trained and technically skilled

in our industry.  Which is nothing new at Sturrocks,

where our constant pursuit of service and product

excellence has always depended on the continuing

quality of our people.

There’s a difference too in an approach that combines

the traditional values of quality and craftsmanship that

hallmark our fifth-generation family run business with

a commitment to keep ahead of changing times,

witnessed in a programme of continuous investment in

the most advanced design and manufacturing systems

to be found in our industry today.

From architects to public authorities, our commercial

clients also appreciate dealing with a company that

really does put concern for the environment into

practice, using only high quality timber responsibly

harvested from sustainable forests and sourced from

reputable suppliers.  

UNRIVALLED EXPERIENCE, CUTTING EDGE FACILITIES,

ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND – AND THE BENEFITS

OF CHOOSING THE STURROCK DIFFERENCE DON’T

STOP THERE...



Greenhouse refurbishment
at Turriff Nurseries.

Left to right: Staircases at Baldragon Homes; Glass installation at
Turriff Nurseries; one of our skilled joiners busy at work; Pavilion  at
Baxter Park.

Example of a glazed door in
an arched-top screen.

A DIFFERENCE IN STYLE
AS WE ONLY DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE
TO ORDER, THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A
STANDARD STURROCK PRODUCT RANGE...
AND NO RESTRICTIONS ON WHAT WE ARE
ABLE TO PRODUCE, NO MATTER HOW
COMPLEX OR UNIQUE.

FROM PERIOD TO CONTEMPORARY WHATEVER THE STYLE OR VOLUME

EACH ITEM IS INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED & ENGINEERED TO MEET THE

MOST DEMANDING STRUCTURAL AND AESTHETIC STANDARDS.

DOORS

Types: All types of internal and external doors including fielded panels,

curved heads and stable doors, all including fanlights or sidelights as

required.  Doors can be glazed with single or multi-pane glazing with

square, round, bevelled or double glazed units.  Manufactured as single

doors or as door sets in frames or screens, all doors are precision

engineered to ensure a perfect fit first time, every time.

Style: We can manufacture in any style to reflect the design of the

building, whether on a new build project or a renovation... for example,

American black walnut on one side and European oak on the other.

WINDOWS

Types: Sash and case, oriel, oval-eye, full swing, tilt and turn, top hung

with emphasis on energy efficiency, we can manufacture any type of

window style in any size or volume.

Finishes: Sturrock windows can be supplied with a simple base

coat finish for the contractor to finish on-site, or we can provide a

factory finish to specification in either paint or varnish. This may

include, for example, clear varnish or lacquer on the inside with

different shades of paint on the outside to match the exterior colour

of the building.

WITH THE ACCENT ON QUALITY AND ATTENTION TO DETAIL, OUR HIGHLY
EXPERIENCED BENCH HAND JOINERS HAVE THE EXPERTISE TO CREATE
INTRICATE SHAPES & CURVES THAT FEW OTHER JOINERY FIRMS CAN MATCH. 

STAIRCASES

Types: Spiral, straight, winders, half-landing or quarter-landing,

closed string or cut string, balustrades and newel posts.

Finishes: Playing our part in bringing the vision of architects

and interior designers to life, we can source any type of

home-grown or exotic timber and provide whatever finishing

touch may be required whether lacquered to a sheen level,

varnished with oil or given whatever preservation treatment

may be appropriate if the wood is to be left natural for

carpeting over.

BESPOKE

No matter how challenging, it is the pride we take in providing

imaginative solutions to the most demanding of client

specifications that really sets Sturrocks apart.

With the accent on quality and attention to detail, our highly

experienced bench hand joiners have the expertise to

create intricate shapes and curves that few other joinery

firms can match.

And with Sturrocks, the guarantee of outstanding

workmanship also carries with it the reassurance of stringent

material selection and strict adherence to ISO9001:2000

quality control manual standards at every stage of the

process from design to delivery.



Our aim is always to make dealing with

Sturrocks as easy and straightforward as

possible for our clients. Where we act as main

contractor, a dedicated Project Manager is

assigned as a primary point of contact.

Supported by an integrated computer system

linking all company functions through a central

database, this way of working ensures up-to-the-

minute management reporting for clients on the

progress of any job together with timed production

to dovetail perfectly with the work schedules of

other contractors involved in the project.

Reflecting our commitment to continuous improvement, we conduct

post-project client satisfaction surveys as an essential part of our

aftercare service.

This invaluable client feedback not only tells us where we’re getting

it right but, more importantly, where improvements need to be

made to ensure ever higher performance in the future.

Just one more example of how we work harder to deliver the best

service in the business to match our long established reputation

for product excellence. Because when only the best will do,

we wouldn’t settle for less. 

WOULD YOU?

A DIFFERENCE IN SERVICE
IN SUCH A DEMANDING AND COMPETITIVE MARKETPLACE, WE NEVER
FORGET THAT THE ASSURANCE OF SUPERIOR PRODUCT QUALITY IS NOT
ENOUGH IN ITSELF FOR COMMERCIAL CLIENTS CHOOSING A KEY
SUPPLIER.  THAT’S WHY WE GO FURTHER AT STURROCKS TO ENSURE OUR
CLIENTS BENEFIT FROM THE VERY BEST IN SERVICE AND SUPPORT EVERY
STEP OF THE WAY.


